Mid-tier bank gains 80% efficiency with model risk management

Our Client & Context
The client, a mid-tier bank in North America, used manual model monitoring processes for its marketing and risk management departments. The regulators, in external audit findings, pointed out errors in the model monitoring outcomes and it was mainly because of manual processes in place. The bank had an inventory of 20+ models across credit risk, market risk, stress testing etc., which were monitored by sub-teams.

Key Challenges
The various model monitoring processes were operating in silos, with a clear challenge for standardization.

The regulators, on conducting external audits, detected errors in some of the high-impact models and pointed out their deteriorating performances.

These manual monitoring processes had a high turnaround time and full time equivalent utilization when compared to automated monitoring analysis.
Incedo Lighthouse™ enabled model risk management solution

Incedo Lighthouse™ implemented a 'System of Insights' for the existing model inventory that acts as a one-stop solution for the risk management team.

The solution enabled executive level views and recommendations. Report generation is now possible at the click of a button.

Model level, deep dive validation analysis has been made possible with diagnostics like KS, Lift Curve and PSI etc.

This AI/ML enabled tool acts as a workflow enabler and one-stop shop for all the regulatory model risk assessments.
Benefits

- Efficiency and productivity gain through automated model monitoring

- Regulatory compliance through resolution of audit reported findings for model risk management

- Centralization & Standardization of model monitoring across the bank’s processes

Client Testimonials

"With Incedo Lighthouse™ enabled Model Risk Monitoring, we are able to easily monitor & identify opportunities for the originations and behavioral models for credit risk. The user-friendly interface is helping risk managers to understand the status for overall model inventory, deep dive into specific models and take preventive actions that finally lead to minimization of portfolio risk for the Bank."

*VP, Credit Risk Team at a Leading Bank in the Americas*
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